DF117 HZT
Automatic Side Seal Strapping Machine

Perfect Solution for Securing Bundles, Boxes and Signature Logs

• Easy to Operate
• Reliable and Low Maintenance

Certified Minority Owned Business

Phone: (800) 526-0827 | E-mail: order@dynaric.com | Web: www.dynaric.com
The DF117HZT is a state-of-the-art strapping machine designed for integration into the horizontal signature stacker/bundlers currently being offered to the printing industry. This plastic strapping machine can be specified as original equipment on new bundlers or retrofit into your existing stacker/bundlers to improve reliability, reduce downtime therefore reducing your cost per signature log.

**Standard Features**

- Cycle time of 2 seconds (depending on arch/package size and your conveyor speed)
- Strap up to 30 packages per minute.
- Side seal design for heavy package weight and dusty product environments.
- Control pad easily adjusts timer functions, heater temperature setting and seal time.
- Digital display reports operational status, including error code read out.
- Utilizes 1/2” strapping material.
- Adjustable external tension; allows for a wide range of packages to be strapped with just the right amount of tension every time.
- Operates on 220V 3-phase power; with optional 440V 3-phase on special order basis.
- Available in a wide range of arch sizes.
- Casters allow for easy mobility.
- Audible end of strap warning signal.
- Easy strap feeding function.
- External adjustable tension control.

**Personalize Your Packages**

Printed strapping is an economical way to identify special products, display your company logo and information or even for product security and more. Dynaric’s high quality strapping can now be custom printed using two colors.

**Overall Features**

- **Overall Width:** 17.7” (480 mm)
- **Overall Length:** 80.9” (2055 mm) to 97.4” (2475 mm) *
- **Overall Height:** 78.4” (1494 mm)
- **Sealing Method:** Heat Seal
- **Weight:** 465 lbs (210.9 kg) *
- **Cycle Time:** 2 Seconds *
- **Strap Size:** 1/2” (12mm)
- **Power:** 220V, 3-Phase, 60Hz **
- **440V, 3-Phase, 60Hz **
- **Cycle Initiation:** Push Button
- **Mobility:** Casters
- **Sealing Head Location:** Side-26.8” from the floor
- **Dispenser:** Externally Located 16” I.D./6” Face/24” O.D.

* Depending on arch size
** Optional